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Babies, like adults, hear mostly continuous speech. Unlike adults, however, they are not 
acquainted with the words that constitute the utterances; yet in order to construct 
representations for words, they have to retrieve them from the speech wave. Given the apparent 
lack of obvious cues to word boundaries (such as pauses between words), this is not a trivial 
problem. Among the several mechanisms that could be explored to solve this bootstrapping 
problem for lexical acquisition, a tentative but reasonable one posits the existence of some cues 
(other than silence) that signal word boundaries. In order to test this hypothesis, infants were 
used as informants in our experiments. It was hypothesized that if word boundary cues exist, 
and if infants are to use them in the course of language acquisition, then they should at least 
perceive these cues. As a consequence, infants should be able to discriminate sequences that 
contain a word boundary from those that do not. A number of bisyllabic stimuli were extracted 
either from within French words (e.g., marl in math6maticien), or from between words (e.g., 
mati in panorama typique). Three-day-old infants were tested with a non-nutritive sucking 
paradigm, and the results of two experiments suggest that infants can discriminate between 
items that contain a word boundary and items that do not. It is therefore conceivable that 
newborns are already sensitive to cues that correlate with word boundaries. This result lends 
plausibility to the hypothesis that infants might use word boundary cues during lexical 
acquisition. 

PACS numbers: 43.71.Ft, 43.71.Es, 43.71.An 

INTRODUCTION 

When we listen to speech, our task is to identify the 
units of meaning, namely, the words (or morphemes). But, 
in contrast to naive intuitions, extracting words from the 
speech stream is not so easy: Indeed, spoken words are not 
flanked by silence, as blank spaces separate words in a 
written text. Acknowledging this fact, existing models of 
adult speech processing generally incorporate a lexicon- 
based segmentation strategy: Lexical searches are initiated 
at every point in the signai, activating all word candidates 
compatible with the acoustic information. Word recogni- 
tion is achieved either through lateral inhibition of com- 
peting word candidates (as in the TRACE model, McClel- 
land and Elman, 1986, see also Frauenfelder and Peeters, 
1990) or thanks to syntactic and semantic information (as 
in the revised cohort model, Marslen-Wilson, 1987). Thus 
word boundaries may be inferred from word identity. But, 
even without questioning the plausibility of such a view for 
adult speech processing, a major problem arises when one 
considers language acquisition. Indeed, as Mehler et al. 
(1990) pointed out, a lexical segmentation strategy is not 
available to young infants. But since they nevertheless 
learn to speak, and in particular, they acquire a lexicon, 
infants presumably have to construct (acoustic, phonetic, 
phonemic, or other) representations of the words, and fig- 
ure out the mapping between these word forms and their 
meanings. This implies that infants have to be able to lo- 
cate words in the speech stream, even though they lack 
lexical knowledge. 

To solve this problem, which we refer to as the boot- 
strapping problem for lexical acquisition, three broad cat- 
egories of accounts have been proposed. 

The first and most trivial proposal, states that all 
words to be learned are first heard in isolation. A more 

plausible variant of this proposal posits that a relatively 
large number of words are heard in isolation, enough to 
allow the child to bootstrap a lexical segmentation device: 
A fragment of speech placed between two known words 
would be hypothesized as being a new word. 

The second type of solution states that the speech 
stream contains some cues (other than silence), that signal 
word boundaries. Moreover, infants should have the dis- 
position to search and locate these cues. The existence of 
word-boundary cues has been extensively investigated by 
phonologists and acoustic-phoneticians, under the term 
"juncture phenomena." For instance, as early as 1939, 
Trubetzkoy described a number of potential cues that 
could demarcate words: He mentioned allophonic varia- 
tion (e.g., aspirated unvoiced stops occur only word- 
initially in Tamil), lexical stress (always word-initial in 
Hungarian, word-final in Armenian), vowel harmony, tone 
phenomena, among others. Moreover, perceptual studies 
have shown that some of these potential cues influence 
adults' segmentation into words. Although these studies do 
not bear directly on acquisition, they add plausibility to the 
hypothesis that infants may rely on cues for their segmen- 
tation. Thus prosodic features such as duration, pitch, and 
energy were found to influence subjects' perception in sev- 
eral languages (see, among others, for English: Nakatani 
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and Schaffer, 1978 and Cutler and Butterfield, 1990; for 
Dutch: Quen6, 1991; for French: Rietveld, 1980). Curer 
and Butterfield (1992) showed that English listeners ex- 
ploit syllables' quality (strong versus weak) to hypothesize 
word boundaries. Finally, allophonic cues were shown to 
influence English subjects' parsing of pairs of words such 
as "gray tie" versus "great eye" (see, e.g., Nakatani and 
Dukes, 1977; Dutton, 1991). For the purpose of the 
present paper, we will group all these potential cues under 
the term "prelexical cues:" The generic hypothesis is that 
something perceivable signals word boundaries, that is rep- 
resented at a prelexical level. 

In contrast to the first two solutions, the third one does 
not postulate that word boundaries are marked in the sig- 
nal (either by silence or by other prelexical cues). Instead, 
it assumes that word boundaries are retrieved as troughs in 
a transition probability function. Hayes and Clark (1970), 
formulated the proposal as follows: If the number of pho- 
nemes that can possibly follow a given string of phonemes 
is low, we probably are inside a word; if on the contrary it 
is high (each possible phoneme then having a low proba- 
bility of occurrence), we probably are at a word boundary. 

To sum up, the "words-in-isolation" hypothesis im- 
plies that the speech input received by infants is quite crit- 
ical: All mothers (or caretakers) should speak to their 
infants uttering one word at a time. If one doesn't, her 
infant would fail to learn a lexicon. In contrast, the "prel- 
exical cues" hypothesis, assumes that cues to word bound- 
aries are normally present in speech: Mothers can, there- 
fore, speak to their infants as they choose. However, it 
postulates that word boundary cues exist in every language 
in the world. Finally, the "transition probability" hypoth- 
esis makes no assumption at all about the form of the 
input. 

Both the "words-in-isolation" and the "transition 

probability" hypotheses propose a solution to the boot- 
strapping problem, such that the infant becomes able to use 
a lexicon-based segmentation strategy. The "prelexical 
cues" hypothesis offers a nonlexical segmentation strategy, 
that could conceivably be used by adults as well as by 
infants. 

The plausibility of these three types of accounts could 
be discussed at length, but because we know so little about 
infants' abilities, they are difficult to assess (see Christophe 
et al., 1993). For instance, one might think that the mem- 
ory load imposed by a mechanism computing transition 
probabilities would be too great. But for all we know, in- 
fants might very well function like tape recorders. Simi- 
larly, one might wonder how the infant decides whether a 
multisyllabic utterance is or is not a one-word utterance to 
which it should pay special attention. But for all we know, 
infants might make mistakes like storing two or more 
words as a single lexical entry, and manage to correct the 
error at a later stage. 

Indeed, what is really needed to clarify this issue is 
experimental data. The "prelexical cues" hypothesis, 
which postulates the existence of word boundary cues in 
everyday speech, lends itself very nicely to experimental 
validation: According to this account, there has to be some- 

thing happening around word boundaries--and whatever 
this something is, infants should be able to perceiue it. In- 
deed, if some word boundary cues did exist, but infants 
were not able to perceive and represent them, they would 
not be able to use them to segment the speech stream. 
What is worse, for the case of language-specific cues, they 
would not be able to learn which particular cues signal 
words in the language they are acquiring. 

Thus, for example, in French, lexical accent is said to 
correlate perfectly with the end of content words, which is 
not the case for many other languages. If infants did not 
even perceive whether a syllable is accented or not, how 
could they come to grasp that accent is a reliable marker of 
word boundaries? In contrast, if infants hear accent in 

French, then they may come to notice that every utterance 
they hear ends with an accented syllable, and that the ac- 
cented syllable marks the end of a linguistic unit. 

Thus we claim that if the "prelexical cues" hypothesis 
is correct, infants should be able to distinguish contexts 
that contain a word boundary from contexts that do not. If 
infants cannot discriminate such contexts, the "prelexical 
cues" hypothesis becomes much less plausible, whereas 
mechanisms that do not rely on specific prelexical cues 
become proportionally more attractive. However, if infants 
can discriminate, the hypothesis becomes plausible--yet 
not necessarily true; to accept the hypothesis, one would 
have to prove that at some point in their development, 
infants actually make use of such cues to segment the 
speech stream. 

In this paper, we chose to explore newborn infants' 
sensitivity to word boundary cues. Of course, this sensitiv- 
ity might develop in time, and it might be the case that 
2-month-olds, but not newborns, perceive word-boundary 
cues. But, previous research has shown that newborn in- 
fants are already quite sophisticated in their processing of 
speech: They discriminate sentences from their native lan- 
guage from foreign sentences (Mehler et al., 1988), they 
hear the difference between very short syllables that differ 
only in one distinctive feature (Bertoncini etal., 1987), 
they "count" syllables (or maybe vowels, Bijeljac-Babic 
et al., 1993). Since we assume that the ability to segment 
speech into word-sized units is a crucial step in language 
learning, it is not unreasonable to assume that newborns 
can perceive potential word boundary cues. 

In the experiments described in this paper, we used a 
number of disyllabic items with the same phonemic con- 
tent (/mati/). These stimuli were extracted from naturally 
produced spoken sentences, and differed only with respect 
to the presence or absence of a word boundary. That is, 
half of the stimuli were part of a word (e.g., "math6- 
matieien"), while for the other half each syllable belonged 
to a different word (e.g., "pyjama tlss6"). We investigated 
whether newborn infants could discriminate these two sets 

of stimuli. We restricted the context to two syllables under 
the assumption that at least some word boundary cues are 
local, i.e., appear near the word boundary. 
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I. EXPERIMENT 1 

In this experiment, we used the non-nutritive sucking 
procedure (Jusczyk, 1985) to assess whether three-day-old 
infants can discriminate bisyllabic/mati/stimuli that ei- 
ther do or do not contain a word boundary. During the 
habituation phase, experimental infants were presented 
with different utterances of/mati/ chosen from a given 
word-boundary condition, and then switched to /mat[/ 
drawn from the other condition; whereas control infants 
were then switched to a set of/mati/physically different 
from that heard during the habituation phase, but belong- 
ing to the same condition. This design ensured that every 
single infant heard different physical tokens during the two 
phases of the experiment: Thus any difference of behavior 
between the two groups could not be due to infants notic- 
ing a change in individual tokens. Discrimination was as- 
sessed whenever the experimental group sucked more than 
the control group, after the switch in stimulation, but not 
before. In the present experiment, the statistical model of 
sucking rate was improved, compared to the one usually 
employed. A multiple regression was performed, using the 
mean sucking rate after the switch of stimulation as the 
dependent variable, and the sucking rates before the 
switch, as well as a dummy variable for the experimental 
versus control group factor as independent variables (see 
Appendix A for a comparison of this method to the one 
most often reported for the non-nutritive sucking proce- 
dure). 

A. Method 

1. Stimuli 

The stimuli were all CVCV disyllables belonging to 
two different categories. The items of the first stimulus 
condition (BETWEEN-words) were constructed by splic- 
ing the last syllable of a polysyllabic word and the first of 
the following word (e.g., "pyjama tisst"); the items of the 
second condition (WITHIN-word) were spliced out from 
the middle of a word containing at least four syllables (e.g., 
"mathtmatleien"). A systematic search was conducted to 
find a phonemic context allowing many different occur- 
rences of WITHINs and BETWEENs. All the disyllables 
that could be constructed from the consonants/b/,/d/, 
/g/, /t/, /p/, /m/, /n/, /r/, /1/, /s/ and the vowels/a/, 
/i/, /o/, /u/ were examined, using a computerized data- 
base (created from Tr&or de la Langue Franqaise, 1971)? 
The disyllable /marl/ was chosen, because it allowed us to 
construct 20 pairs of the type "mathtmaticien"/"pyjama 
riss&" The carrier words were inserted in a carrier sentence 

("A la radio, on parle de .... du moins je le crois."). A 
female native speaker of French who did not know the 
purpose of the experiment read all the sentences three 
times. She was instructed to read clearly and naturally. 
The recording was done in a sound-proof room, and the 
speech signal was digitized at a 16-kHz sampling frequency 
(8-kHz filtering, 16 bits). The speech stimuli were spliced 
using a speech editor implemented on a PDP11. We made 
sure that no information about the phonemes preceding 
/ma/or following/ti/could be heard. All the splicings 
were made at zero crossings of the amplitude wave. The 

stimuli that did not result in two good quality occurrences 
of/marl/were excluded (the causes of exclusion were/m/ 
too short and heard as unnatural, or the impossibility of 
finding a portion of signal heard only as/i/, as in "lama 
tyrannique" for example). Fourteen words containing 
WITHINs and fourteen pairs of words containing BE- 
TWEENs were finally selected using this criterion (see 
Appendix B). As two occurrences of each word or pair of 
words were chosen, there were 28 stimuli in each category. 

2. Apparatus 

All testing took place in a specially equipped sound- 
proof room at the Maternit6 Baudelocque (Hospital Co- 
chin) in Paris. A sterilized blind nipple mounted on an 
adjustable mechanical arm and connected to a pressure 
transducer was used to measure the infants' sucking re- 
sponse. This information was fed into an electronic inter- 
face, that detected a sucking response on the basis of ab- 
solute amplitude, speed of rising, and speed of falling 
pressure. This interface also detected sound on the chan- 
nels of the tape recorders, and sent both sets of information 
(sucking and sound) to a Logabax computer programmed 
to control the experiment. Two Tascam tape recorders, a 
Rottel RA820BX3 stereo-amplifier, and a Martin loud- 
speaker were used for the auditory output. 

Stimuli were recorded continuously, in a random or- 
der, with a SOA of 600 ms. Since the longest stimulus was 
410 ms long, and the shortest one 300 ms, the silent inter- 
val between two stimuli was at least 190 ms, and at most 
300 ms. 

The experimental program worked as follows: Each 
time a sucking response was recorded, the tape-recorder 
channel became active at the first silent interval, and stayed 
active for 550 ms. The channel was switched off as soon as 

a silent interval was found, except if the infant had sucked 
again during this time, in which case the channel remained 
active for another 550 ms. The infant received exactly one 
stimulus per isolated suck, with a latency between 0 and 
300 ms, and heard strings of stimuli with an SOA of 600 
ms when it sucked in bursts (this amounts to about as 
many stimuli as responses, since the average infant sucks at 
a rate of a little less than 2 sucks per second). 

3. Procedure 

We used the high-amplitude non-nutritive sucking 
procedure, described in detail in Jusczyk (1985). This pro- 
cedure allows stimulus presentation to be made contingent 
on infant sucking. After a baseline measurement without 
any stimulation, the habituation phase began. During this 
phase, the infant heard one stimulus from one category 
each time it sucked. This phase ended when there was a fall 
in the infant's sucking response. In this study, the prede- 
termined fall criterion was two consecutive minutes with a 

25% decrement in sucking rate compared to the preceding 
minute. In the second phase of the experiment, or test 
phase, half of the subjects switched to a different stimulus 
category (the experimental group), while the other half 
went on hearing stimuli of the same category (the control 
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TABLE I. Layout of stimulus blocks in experimental and control groups for experiment 1. 

Experimental groups Control groups 

Group Phase I Phase II Group Phase I Phase II 

El WITHIN I BETWEEN 2 CI WITHIN I WITHIN 2 

E2 WITHIN 2 BETWEEN I C2 WITHIN 2 WITHIN i 

E3 BETWEEN I WITHIN 2 C3 BETWEEN I BETWEEN 2 

E4 BETWEEN 2 WITHIN I C4 BETWEEN 2 BETWEEN I 

group). To prevent control infants from hearing the same 
set of stimuli throughout, each set of stimuli was split in 
two subsets of 14 tokens each. This procedure yielded four 
subsets of stimuli (WITHIN 1, WITHIN 2, BETWEEN 1 
and BETWEEN 2). Thus we had eight groups: Four ex- 
perimental groups, and four control groups. The layout of 
the experiment is shown in Table I. 

Four tapes were recorded, one for each subset of stim- 
uli. Once the habituation phase had begun, the whole pro- 
cess was automatic; the program computed the sucking 
rates per minute and the habituation criterion. It automat- 
ically changed channels when criterion was reached. It 
stored the duration between two consecutive sucks, and the 
moment of the switch. 

4. Subjects 

Subjects were full-term infants born at the Maternit6 
Baudelocque in Paris. The criteria for selection were that 
the infants weigh at least 2850 g, have a gestational age of 
38 weeks or more, have an Apgar score of 10 at 5 min after 
birth and have no known hearing deficit. They were tested 
in their third or fourth day. Forty infants served as sub- 
jects, out of the 80 we tested. They had an average birth 
weight of 3390 g (range 2850 to 4090), and an average age 
of 3.2 days. Infants were excluded for crying (5), falling 
asleep (2), failing to habituate within 12 min (12), not 
sucking enough or too irregularly (a baby that sucked less 
than 10 times during two consecutive minutes around the 
switch was automatically rejected for not being stimulated 
enough--ll infants), actively rejecting the nipple during 
the minutes around the switch (4), or experimenter inter- 
ference (6). After oral consent from the mother was ob- 
tained, the infants were gently awakened shortly before 
they were to eat, and the experiment began when they were 
in a quiet active state. They were installed in a small re- 
clining chair facing the loudspeaker. The mother was able 
to watch the experiment through a window located behind 
the infant. The habituation phase began when the infant 
was accustomed to the experimental situation, i.e., when it 
had sucked the nipple for I or 2 rains. 

B. Results 

The sucking rates per minute for the experimental and 
control infants are shown in Fig. 1. The habituation times 
(number of minutes of the habituation phase) did not dif- 
fer significantly for the experimental and control groups 
[t(38) = 1.13, p > 0.1]. Experimental and control groups' 
sucking rates were not different on baseline [t(38) < 1], nor 

over the last three minutes of the habituation phase Iron 
--3 to --1: all three t(38)< 1]. Following the change in 
stimulation, experimental infants sucked significantly more 
than control infants only on the third minute after the shift 
[mn+l and ran+2: both t(38)< 1, ran+3: t(38)=2.17, 
p <0.05, ran+4: t(38) = 1.67, p>0.1]. 

The experimental design includes three group factors: 
The experimental one (experimental group versus control 
group), and two facton of order (order 1 =beginning by 
WITHIN versus beginning by BETWEEN, order 
2 =beginning by a tape labeled I venus beginning by a tape 
labeled 2). Of these, only the experimental factor is of 
theoretical interest; the order facton and their interactions 
are only controls for potential effects of material. Thus in a 
first step it was verified that the order factors and their 
interactions did not account for a significant part of the 
sucking behavior after the switch of stimulation. To this 
end, a complete regression model including, as indepen- 
dent variables, all seven dummy variables that represent 
the three group factors, the three double interactions, and 
the triple interaction, was compared to a reduced model 
including only the relevant experimental factor. The re- 
duced model should, in principle, be more sensitive, unless 
unpredicted effects of materials are evidenced. In both 
models, the dependent variable was the mean sucking rate 
for the 4 min after the switch. The sucking rates for the 2 
min immediately preceding the switch were independent 
variables. It was found that the complete model did not 
account for a significantly greater part of the variance than 

60 l 

õ 40 

• 20 

0 I 

Switch I 
Experi•al group ] 

Contr?l. group ] 

Baseline -5 4 -3 -2 -I +1 +2 +3 +4 

Minutes telalive to Ihe Switch 

FIG. I. Experimental 1, /mati/ stimuli: Average number of sucking 
responses per minute during baseline (no stimulation), 5 rain before 
switch and 4 after. Experimental infants are switched stimulation at the 
moment labeled "switch," whereas control infants go on hearing stimuli 
froin the same condition. The error bars depict one standard error of the 
mean above the point, and one below. 
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the reduced model [F(6,30) = 1.22, p > 0.1; see, e.g., Hilde- 
brand, 1986, p. 686]. This fact justifies the use of the re- 
duced regression model to analyze the data: The experi- 
mental factor was found to explain a significant part of the 
variance, with a coefficient of 8.8 [t(36)=2.95, p < 0.05]; 
this means that experimental infants made, on average, 8.8 
sucks per minute more than the control ones, after the 
switch of stimulation. 2 

C. Discussion of experiment 1 

These results show that three-days-old infants can dis- 
criminate the WITHIN-word /marl/ from the 

BETWEEN-word/marl/. There was no asymmetry in the 
response to WITHIN or BETWEEN-word /mati/, nor 
was there effects of mateilals--no effect of the two order 
factors. 

Infants were not presented with only one item of each 
category, but heard a whole set of stimuli, that were ex- 
tracted from different utterances. Thus the infants reacted 

to the differences between two sets of stimuli, and not sim- 
ply to differences between two individual items. Moreover, 
infants could not simply have memorized all the stimuli 
heard during the habituation phase, and noticed that dif- 
ferent stimuli were presented during the test phase, since 
control infants also heard physically different stimuli 
(drawn from the same category) during the habituation 
and the test phases. If infants did not extract a property 
shared by all items of one category and different between 
categoiles•if they simply reacted to novel stimuli--then 
control infants should have recovered as much interest in 

the stimuli as experimental infants, and no effect should 
have been observed. 

One may wonder whether we observed an ability spe- 
cific to young infants, or whether adult subjects also per- 
ceive a difference between stimulus categories? Indeed, 
adult subjects may use their lexicon to segment speech, and 
might have lost the infants' sensitivity to potential word 
boundary cues. In order to test this, the /marl/stimuli 
were presented to ten adult native speakers of French in a 
categorization task with feedback. Nine out of ten subjects 
were able to categorize the stimuli better than chance (p 
< 0.05) after a training phase during which they heard 
each stimulus once with its category label. Subjects' per- 
formance did not exceed a score of 80% correct. Further- 

more, four out of five subjects performed better than 
chance after having received feedback over only half the 
stimuli. This shows that subjects can generalize what they 
have learned on one subset of stimuli to another subset, 
exactly as infants do. 

In order to establish the acoustic parameters that may 
be responsible for carrying the distinctions, we measured 
the duration and energy of the two middle /marl/ 
segments 3 (see Table II). The duration and energy of the 
vowel /a/, and the duration of the /t/-closure differed 
significantly (all three p<0.0001, all other parameters 
measured, p > 0.01 ). These values allow a correct classifi- 
cation of 94% of the stimuli (using a linear separation). 
Moreover, a multiple regression, using as a dependent vail- 
able the number of times each stimulus was classified as 

TABLE II. Duration and energy values of/mad/stimuli: Within-word 
stimuli are the two middle syllable of a long word, whereas between-word 
stimuli are the last syllable of one word and the first of the following. 

WITHIN BETWEEN 
t test 

mean (s.d.) mean (s.d.) t(54) 

duration (ms) 
/a / 83.0 (10.6) 97.0 (9.8) 5.1'* 
/t /-closure 55.8 ( i 2.6) 74.9 (14.0) 5.4** 
/t /-aspiration 71.2 (8.9} 74.0 (16.0) 0.8 

energy* 
/a / 2216 (379) 2666 (410) 4.3** 
/t /-closure 117 (37) 98 (29) --2.1' 
/t /-aspiration 203 (56) 237 (49) 2.7* 

**•,<O.Ol. 
*p < 0.05. 
aRoot-mean square of 16-bit sampled data. 

BETWEEN by adult subjects, and using as independent 
variables the three measured parameters, showed that all 
three parameters correlated significantly with adult behav- 
ior. 

To sum up the results gathered this far, we found that 
newborn infants can discriminate sets of phonemically 
identical bisyllabic items that do or do not contain a word 
boundary. The design of the experiment ensured that the 
infants perceived some property of the stimuli that differed 
for the two sets of items. The adult experiment confirmed 
the existence of such properties, since adults were able to 
generalize to new stimuli. Moreover, the duration and en- 
ergy measurements provided us with good candidates: The 
parameters measured allowed us to categorize most of the 
stimuli correctly, and correlated significantly with the 
adults' behavior. 

These results, encouraging as they are, need to be rep- 
licated with better material. In experiment 1, about half of 
the within-word CVCV disyllables were extracted from 
words like "automatiquement," which in French is gener- 
ally pronounced as/o/to/ma/tik/mfi/. Half of our within- 
word CVCV stimuli were thus extracted from a CV/CVC 

syllabic structure, whereas for between-words stimuli, all 
the items belonged to a CV/CV structure. The CV/ 
CV(C)/stimuli were equally numerous in the WITHIN1 
and WITHIN2 sets, so that any potential effect would not 
be revealed by the order factor order 2, in the infant study. 

II. EXPERIMENT 2 

The material used in this replication was controlled for 
syllabic structure. To avoid any bias due to coarticulatory 
effects, items were matched for phonetalc context of the 
last vowel. In addition, this replication allows generaliza- 
tion of the preceding results to another speaker and an- 
other phonemic context. 

A. Method 

1. Stimuli 

The stimuli were /m•ta/ disyllables that were ex- 
tracted from words and pairs of words whose syllabic 
structure was always /CV/CV/. The /mfita/ bisyllable 
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was chosen after a computer search involving most vowels • • 
and consonants of French (i.e.,/a/,/i/,/e/,/œ/,/o/,/u/, • 
/y/,/fi/,/5/,/E/, and/p/,/t/,/k/,/b/,/d/,/g/,/v/, • so 
/z/, /3/, /f/, /s/, /S/, /m/, /n/, /R/, /1/ ) using a data- • 
base created from Trrsor de la Langue Fran•aise (1971 ). õ no 
Fourteen words and pairs of words, inserted in the same • 
carrier sentence as that used in experiment !, along with • 
distractors, were read three times by a female native • 
speaker of French who did not know the aim of the exper- • • 20 

iment (she was not the same one that served in the first • 
experiment). As there were very few mispronunciations of • •o 
this disyllable, it was possible to use all three occurrences • 
of almost each word or pair of words (words where the < 
bisyllable was followed by/R/had to be excluded). The 
stimuli were matched for the phoneme following the/a/in 
the four subsets of stimuli (two subsets of WITHIN and 
two of BETWEEN; see Appendix C). We thus obtained 
three occurrences of ten words and ten pair• of words, i.e., 
30 stimuli per category, and 60 overall. 

2. Procedure 

The apparatus and procedure were the same as in ex- 
periment 1, except that due to an improvement in the ex- 
perimental program, the criterion for a fall in sucking was 
computed on a running window of 3 rain instead of being 
computed only at the end of every minute, measured from 
the beginning of the experiment. The computer calculated 
the sucking rates per minute for the last 3 min at all times, 
and tested whether the last 2-rain sucking rates were less 
than 66% of the antepenultimate minute. The decrement 
criterion was stiflened from 75% to 66%, in order to 
equate the mean habituation times as far as possible. In- 
deed, the running window procedure allowed a decrease in 
sucking rate to be measured at all times, so that the switch 
took place as soon as a 66% decrease was registered, 
whereas the fixed window procedure sometimes induced 
decreases much greater than 75%. The habituation phase 
lasted at least 6 min. This slight modification in habitua- 
tion criterion computation was thought to reduce variabil- 
ity between subjects, since all of them were switched as 
rapidly as possible, instead of being switched after a fixed 
number of minutes after the beginning of the experiment. 

$. Subjects 

The subjects were full-term infants born at the Mater- 
nit6 Baudelocque. The criteria for selection were the same 
as for experiment 1. Infants were tested in their third or 
fourth day. Out of the 103 we tested, 40 infants served as 
subjects. They had an average birth weight of 3325 g 
(range 2750 to 4145) and an average age of 3.1 days. 
Infants were excluded for crying (7), falling asleep (5), 
failing to habituate within 12 min (10}, not sucking 
enough or too irregularly (a baby that sucked less than ten 
times during 2 consecutive minutes around the switch was 
automatically rejected for not being stimulated 
enough--ll infants), actively rejecting the nipple during 
the minutes around the switch (19), or experimenter in- 
terference (2). In addition to these rejection criteria that 

Switch] Exl•rim•ta_l group 
Control group 

E•seline -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 +1 +2 +3 +4 

Minules relative to the Switch 

FIG. 2. Experiment 2,/mats/stimuli: Average number of sucking re- 
sponses per minute during baseline (no stimulation), 5 rain before switch 
and 4 after Experimental infants are switched stimulation at the moment 
labeled "switch," whereas control infants go on hearing stimuli from the 
same condition. The error bars depict one standard error of the raean 
above each point, and one below. 

were already applied during experiment 1, nine more in- 
fants were rejected for sucking too much (the exact crite- 
rion was at least 1 min over 70 sucks per minute, and 2 
other minutes at more than 55 sucks per minute during the 
habituation). Only one infant from experiment I would 
have met this criterion. This difference is probably due to a 
slight drift in the sensitivity of the pressure captor over 
time. This additional criterion also accounts for the appar- 
ently higher attrition rate in this experiment (the nine in- 
fants rejected because they sucked too much met all the 
other criteria: 49 kept infants over 103 tested gives an at- 
trition rate of 52%, very close to the 50% attrition rate of 
experiment 1 ). 

B. Results 

The sucking patterns for the experimental and control 
infants are shown in Fig. 2. The habituation time (number 
of minutes of the habituation phase) did not differ signif- 
icantly for the experimental and control groups [t(38) < 1]. 
Experimental and control groups' sucking rates were not 
different on baseline [t(38)=1.92, p>0.05], nor over the 
last 3 rain of the habituation phase [mn-- 3 to - 1: all three 
t(38) < 1.45, p > 0.1 ]. Following the change in stimulation, 
experimental infants sucked significantly more than con- 
trol infants only on the third minute after the shift Iron + 1 
and mn+2: t(38)< I, rnnq-3: t(38)=2.47, p<0.05, mn 
-t-4: t(38)=1.73, p>0.05]. 

As was the case for experiment 1, the experimental 
design included three group factors: The experimental one 
(experimental group versus control group), and two fac- 
tors of order (orderl =beginning by WITHIN versus be- 
ginning by BETWEEN, order2=beginning by a tape la- 
beled 1 versus beginning by a tape labeled 2). Again, it was 
found that the complete model, with all group factors and 
their interactions, did not account for a significantly 
greater part of the variance than the reduced model, with 
the experimental factor only [F(6,30) = 1.59, p > 0.1]. This 
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TABLE IlL Duration and energy values of/mfita/stimuli: Within-word 
stimuli are the two middle syllable of a long word, whereas between-word 
stimuli are the last syllable of one word and the first of the following. 

WITHIN BETWEEN 
t-test 

mean (s.d.) mean (s.d.) t(54) 

duration (ms) 
/fi/ 71.9 (9.7) 85.7 (8.9) 5.6** 
/t/-closure 58.3 (11.6) 83.6 (10.0) 8.7** 
/t/-aspiration 19.5 (4.6) 17.5 (4.1) 1.7 

mean sucking rate for 4 min after switch as the dependent 
variable. The independent variables were the sucking rates 
for the 2 rain before switching, the experimental factor, 
and a dummy variable for the interaction between the ex- 
periments (1 vs 2), and the experimental variable. The 
experimental variable contributed very' significantly to the 
model, with a coefficient of 6.65 [t(75)=3.15, p<0.05], 
but not the interaction variable [t(75) = 1.17, p > 0.1 ]. It is 
thus not justifiable to consider that one contrast was more 
difficult for the infants than the other. 

energy a 
/fi/ 1176 (387) 1068 (337} --1.1 
/t/-closure 176 (83) 101 (46} --4.2'* 
/t/-aspiration 211 (51) 231 (105) 0.9 

**p < 0.01. 
*p < 0.05. 
'Root-mean square of 16-bit sampled data. 

fact justifies the use of the reduced regression model to 
analyze the data: The experimental factor was found to 
explain a significant part of the variance, with a coefficient 
of 6.3 [t(36) ---- 2.16, p < 0.05]; this means that experimental 
infants made on the average 6.3 sucks per minute more 
than the controls, after the switch of stimulation. 4 

C. Discussion of experiment 2 

These results show that three-day-old infants are able 
to discriminate/mata/disyllabic utterances that contain a 
word boundary from utterances that do not. The result 
from experiment 1, obtained with a different set of stimuli, 
is thus replicated. Furthermore, in experiment 2 the syl- 
labic structure and phonetalc context following the bisyl- 
lables were controlled. These two experiments allow us to 
conclude that, at least for French, something perceivable 
happens at word boundaries. 

As with the/mati/stimuli, the items were presented 
to adult subjects in a categorization task. Five subjects out 
of ten classified the two categories of stimuli better than 
chance (p < 0.05), although their performance did not ex- 
ceed 72% correct. Table III presents the duration and en- 
ergy of the/m•ta/segments: We found that the duration 
of the vowel/•/, the duration of the/t/-closure, and the 
energy of the/t/-closure differed significantly (all three 
p < 0.0001, all other parameters p > 0.05). These values al- 
low a correct classification of 93% of the stimuli (using a 
linear separation). Overall, adult subjects did not perform 
quite as well in the/mfita/as in the/mati/ca(&gorization 
(chi2=3.8, df=l, p=0.06). This may be attributed to 
greater within-condition variation in the /mfita/ stimuli 
characteristics, particularly changes in vowel quality and 
pitch pattern, that may have hampered discovery of the 
valid criteria. The cognitive classification task was made 
more difficult because salient characteristics were not use- 
ful for classification. 5 

We may wonder whether the task was more difficult 
with the/mfita/rather than the/mati/stimuli for infants, 

too. In order to investigate this point, the results from both 
experiments underwent a regression analysis, using the 

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The experiments reported in this paper lend support to 
the idea that three-day-old infants discriminate bisyllabic 
stimuli extracted from naturally produced French sen- 
tences according to whether they contain a word boundary 
or not. Duration and energy measurements performed on 
the same stimuli show that the duration of the last vowel of 

a word, as well as the duration of the initial consonant of a 
word, are reliable cues for the presence of a word bound- 
ary. We also found that adult native speakers of French 
can learn to categorize the same stimuli. 

Taken together, these findings demonstrate the exist- 
ence of some perceptible differences between phonemically 
equivalent CVCVs spliced out from the middle of a poly- 
syllabic word and CVCVs spliced out from between two 
words. This finding increases the credibility of the hypoth- 
esis that a means of segmenting words on the basis of 
prelexieal cues exists. Further studies will be necessary be- 
fore one can conclude that these potential cues for word 
boundaries are actually used by infants or by adults when 
processing continuous speech. 

One may speculate about the kind of cue that was 
responsible for the discrimination we observed. The most 
salient candidate is accent. Since accent is word-final in 

French, between-word stimuli bear an accent on their first 
syllable, and within-word stimuli bear none. Hence, accent 
may be responsible for the observed pattern of results. If 
so, we may conclude that infants perceive accent in 
French, that they thus have the potential opportunity to 
discover that accent in French correlates with the end of 

linguistic units, and that they might be using accent to help 
segmentation, during their acquisition of French. The 
reader should be aware that this result was by no means 
predictable, for two different reasons. First, languages dif- 
fer in the way they implement accent. In English, the lan- 
guage that was used for previous studies on accent, stress is 
marked by changes in vowel quality (full vowel versus 
schwa), as well as by differences in duration, pitch, and 
energy. In French, accent is marked only by differences in 
duration, energy, and pitch. Although some studies dem- 
onstrated that infants can discriminate English stimuli that 
differ only in stress pattern (see, e.g., Jusczyk and Thomp- 
son, 1978), this remained to be proven for French. Second, 
previous studies on accent always contrasted only two syn- 
thetic stimuli: One token with stress on the first syllable, 
and one with stress on the second. Thus discrimination 

might rely on a very shallow level of representation, e.g., 
comparing the length of the first syllable in the two tokens. 
In contrast, in the present study the infant heard many 
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different tokens in each category, that were extracted from 
connected sentences. If the infants' behavior was mediated 

by accent, one may conjecture that this parameter could be 
useful in a natural setting. 6 

Lengthening of word-initial consonants is another can- 
didate to be considered. In our stimuli, we observed a very 
significant lengthening of word-initial consonants (in our 
case always/t/), as compared to word-medici ones. Inter- 
estingly, word-initial consonant lengthening has also been 
reported for English (Umeda, 1977), for Dutch (Quenr, 
1991), for Czech (Lehiste, 1965), for Estonian (Lehiste, 
1966), and for Italian and Swedish (cited in Vaissi•re, 
1983). Such a systematic pattern in these widely different 
languages seems to us a potentially universal one. How 
infants might use word-initial consonant lengthening for 
segmentation has to be studied in greater depth. 

The present study has important implications for mod- 
els of lexical acquisition. However, the result needs to be 
generalized in at least two directions. 

First, the study was conducted using exclusively 
French stimuli. The result should thus be replicated using 
stimuli from other languages. We mentioned above that 
accent is a quite plausible candidate for discrimination. But 
of course, accent does not systematically mark the end of 
content words in all languages. A first replication of the 
result might thus use a language where the stress pattern 
can be decorrelated from the presence/absence of a word 
boundary. The daring prediction would be that in this case 
(e.g., Spanish), although there is no accent difference, 
some other potential cue is present, that would allow dis- 
erimination. 

Second, all the tokens presented in one experiment 
were phonemically identical, pronounced by the same 
speaker and at about the same rate. Any acoustic param- 
eter could thus be directly used, without any sort of nor- 
malization. To take just one example, the duration of the t 
closure was found to be a reliable indicator of category; a 
very low-level measure of the amount of silence in each 
stimulus allows to exploit this regularity. Of course, the 
situation is more complex in the real world, where any 
segment may occur at boundaries: Here, something like the 
length of a segment has to be judged in relative terms, 
taking into account the phonemic category of this segment, 
the speech rate, etc. (see Klatt, 1976). Some normalization 
is needed. It would be possible to try and replicate the same 
sort of study, using many different phonemic contexts in- 
stead of only one. However, because of the habituation- 
dishabituation method we use, the more within-condition 
variability there is, the less likely infants are to identify the 
one feature that is shared by stimuli from the same condi- 
tion, and differs between conditions. Although a positive 
result would certainly be very informative in this ease, a 
negative one would be difficult to interpret. 

Grosjean and Gee (1987) argued that for adults, the 
unit of lexical access may differ from the "written dictio- 
nary" word--i.e., everything that is flanked by two blank 
spaces in written text. Transposing this line of thought to 
infants, we can try to specify the candidates that can act as 
prosodic and/or linguistic units. Fortunately, the recent 

developments of the theory of prosodic phonology offers a 
whole hierarchy of prosodic units, that are the domains of 
phonological rules, and might well be prosodically marked 
in the signal. In the present study, we carefully avoided to 
confound a major syntactic boundary with the word 
boundary. We thus used noun + adjective contexts in the 
boundary condition. But according to the definitions of 
prosodic phonology theory, we have in fact a (small) pho- 
nological phrase boundary between a noun and an adjec- 
tive, when the adjective follows the noun (see e.g., Nespor 
and Vogel, 1986; and De/Iong, 1990). Thus the boundary 
studied in this paper is in fact a boundary between two 
fairly large constituents from the prosodic hierarchy. It is a 
question of interest to discover which unit, among the 
plausible candidates--e.g., phonological word, elitic group, 
small or maximal phonological phrase--is in tact used by 
infants, and whether the level perceived is universal or 
language specific. 
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APPENDIX A: COMPARISON OF TWO STATISTICAL 
MODELS FOR USE WITH THE NON-NUTRITIVE 
SUCKING PROCEDURE 

The non-nutritive sucking procedure compares two 
groups of infants: Experimental infants and control infants. 
The two groups of infants hear stimuli belonging to the 
same category until a predefined habituation criterion 
(computed over 3 consecutive minutes) has been reached. 
After this point, experimental infants are switched to au- 
ditory stimuli from another category, whereas control in- 
fants go on hearing stimuli from the same category. 

Discrimination is assessed whenever the experimental 
group sucks more than the control group after the switch 
of stimulation, and when this difference is not attributable 
to any difference before the switch of stimulation (before 
the switch, the two groups were treated in the same way}. 
This test is usually made up of two steps: 

Step I: Check that the sucking rate before the switch is 
not different for the two groups; 

Step 2: Test whether the increase in sucking rate is 
greater for the experimental group than for the control 
group. 

If we call B the mean sucking rate before switching, A the 
mean sucking rate after switching, and E the 
experimental/control factor, step 2 is a t-test of the effect of 
E on (A-B) (the increase in sucking rate) with the follow- 
ing statistical model: 

A= B-i-ctEq-k. 
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Explicitly writing the statistical model allows us to see one 
assumption that underly this test: Sucking rates after and 
before switch (`4 and B) should be proportional, in the 
absence of experimental manipulation, with a proportional- 
ity coefficient of 1. To avoid having to make this assump- 
tion, the statistical model may be modified as follows: 

A = BB + aE+ k, 

in this equation, the proportionality coefficient B between `4 
and B is computed, instead of being assumed to be unity. 
We present two reasons why this assumption is not justi- 
fied, showing that the 13 coefficient should be present in the 
statistical model. The first one is that the switch occurs at 

a specific moment in the sucking curve: Namely just after 
the habituation criterion is reached. If the switch occurred 

at a random moment for each baby, it could be assumed 
that sucking rates stay more or less constant. Since the 
point chosen for the switch is all but random (indeed, 
habituation is supposed to occur at that point, and to be 
reflected in sucking rate patterns), it is not justified to 
assume that sucking rate is identical before and after the 
switch in the absence of experimental manipulation (for 
control infants, the statistical model simplifies to ,4 = B 
+k). 

Second, even if we were to assume that the sucking 
rates do not show a systematic difference before and after 
the switch, it may be demonstrated that the slope of the 
regression line between A and B is less than 1. Indeed, in 
this case ,4 and B may be considered to be two measure- 
ments of a constant "theoretical" sucking rate, S, taken at 
two different moments with some amount of error e. That 

is 

B=S+œ B, 

A=S+•, 

where S is a random variable representing theoretical suck- 
ing rate, and es, e• are two error terms that may be hy- 
pothesized to follow the same distribution with mean 0 and 
variance o•. In these conditions the slope of the regression 
line t3 in 

is 

3 • biai •'(Si'Jt-gbi)(Si'Ji-œai) 

=-•i -- •($i"•œbi )2 ' 

O= 
Und• the assumption that the error te• es •d e• a• 
independent of one another • well • of S, all double 
producm sums may • •sum• to • v•ishingly small 
eomp• to the sums of squ•. •us • approx•ation 
of the slo•, B, is 

According to this, 13 is normally less than 1, and would 
approach 1 only if the variance of the error term, •, was 
close to zero•a rather unlikely assumption (indeed, an 
estimation of • is the variance of the sucking rates per 
minute for a given baby over time, and this is typically 
fairly large). 

An intuitive illustration of the implications of this last 
point is that if the error in measuring B was very large, 
there would be little information added by B in the model. 
Using ,4-B as the dependent variable could lower the sen- 
sitivity of the test, since B would only add noise. In this 
case, the correlation coefficient between ,4 and B would be 

small and B would have little weight in the more complex 
model. 

To sum up, we argued that the statistical model of 
sucking rate that has been employed in most infant studies 
with non-nutritive sucking makes an unwarranted assump- 
tion, that the proportionality coefficient between sucking 
rates after and before switch is equal to 1. We offer instead 
a slightly more complex statistical model, of the following 
form: 

A =13B+aE+k. 

This more accurate model should yield more sensitive sta- 
tistics. In practice the test is a multiple regression analysis 
with ,4 as dependent variable, B and E as independent 
variables (the ANOVA or t-test usually realized were log- 
ically equivalent to a multiple regression, with (A-B} as 
the dependent variable, and E as the independent vari- 
able). 

APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL:/mati/ 
STIMULI 

Within-word stimuli: 

WITHIN 1 
affirmativement 

aromatis6 

systtmatiquement 
fiegmatiquement 
cinimatiquement 
grammaticalement 
mathtmaticien 

WITHIN 2 

approximativement 
climatis6 

schtmatiquement 
dogmatiquement 
diplomatiquement 
grammatical 
mathtmatieien 

Between-words stimuli: 

BETWEEN 1 

puma timor6 
amas tissulaire 

panama tisane 
trtma titubant 

anonymat titularis6 
sigma typographi6 
format ticket 

BETWEEN 2 
lama timide 

pyjama tiss6 
plasma tisonn6 
primat titr6 
cinema titanesque 
coma typique 
schtma tigr• 
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Two repetitions of each word, i.e., 14 stimuli per subset, 
and 56 overall. 

APPENDIX C: EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL:/mata/ 
STIMULI 

Within-word stimuli: 

WITHIN 1 

augmentation 
segmentation 
sentimentalit6 
commentateur 

momentanrment 

WITHIN 2 

ri:glementation 
srdimentation 
instrumentaliste 
fomentateur 
momentante 

Between-words stimuli: 

BETWEEN 1 
calmant tass6 
condiment tachant 

garnement taloch6 
jument tatou•e 
61•ment tannant 

BETWEEN 2 

serment tacite 
eiment tach6 

d•guisement talentueux 
jugement tatilion 
piment tamis• 

Three repetitions of each word, i.e., 15 stimuli per subset, 
and 60 overall. The items are matched for the phoneme 
following the/a/. 

•This particular version of the database comprised only an alphabetic list 
of words; for this reason, phoneroes that are written in many different 
ways, such as/k/, were not included in this search. 

2the usually reported statistics were conducted on the same data, for 
comparison's sake. The increase in sucking rate (mean of the first four 
minutes after switch, minus mean of the last two minutes before switch) 
was submitted to an analysis of variance, with the three between-subjects 
factors already mentioned: experimental, order I, and order 2. The two 
order factors showed no main effect: order 1: [F(1,32) = 3.9, p> 0.05], 
order 2: [F(1,32)=1.1, p>0.1]. There was a significant main effect of 
the experimental factor [F(1,32)=9.9, p<0.05]. None of the interac- 
tions was significant [all F(1,32) < 2]. 
aValues for the extreme segments,/m/and/i/are not very representa- 
tive, since the phonetic context of these two segments varied across 
stimuli, and the splicing was done so as to avoid heating the neighboring 
phoneme, thus deleting part of the segments themselves. 

nThe usually reported statistics were conducted on the same data. for 
comparison's sake. The increase in sucking rate (mean of the first 4 rain 
after switch, minus mean of the last two minutes before switch) was 
submitted to an Analysis of Variance, with the three between-subjects 
factors already mentioned: Experimental, order I and order 2. The fac- 
ton of order showed no main effect: order I [F(1,32)=3.2, p>0.05], 
and order 2 IF(1,32) = i.3, p > 0.1]. There was no significant main effect 
of experimental versus control IF( 1,32 } = 1.9, p > 0.1]. None of the in- 
teractions was significant [all F(1,32) < 1]. The usual statistics thus give 
no significant results for experiment 2; this may be taken as a cue that the 
more complex statistical model that is advocated in Appendix A is in- 
deed more sensitive. 

•Two factors induced a greater spurious variability in the/refits/stimuli, 
compared to the/mati/ones. First, the/mati/speaker read in a some- 
what monotonous way, yielding pitch patterns that were very uniform 
across occurrences. The/mfita/speaker, on the contrary, put more in- 
tonation in her sentences, that induced more variability. Second, con- 
trary to the vowel/i/, the vowel/a/is prone to changes in vowel quality 
due to coarticulation with the following phoneme (it is heard as/e/in 
certain contexts). 
6An anonymous reviewer suggested that "acecot-based discrimination by 
newborns does not justify any conclusions regarding word segmentation 
(and bootstrapping). It is merely accidental that the two phenomena are 
related in the researchers' native tongue, but the subjects tested are un- 
aware of this relation." We are sensitive to this reviewer's concern. How- 
ever, we do not share his conclusions. We would like to claim that this 

divergence is due more to form than to content. Indeed, we do not claim 
that infants perceive word boundaries as such. Rather we show that 
infants respond to some French word-boundary correlates. Our results do 
not allow us to say whether the infants' behavior is determined by accent 

rather than by a complex package of cues that happen to signal word 
boundaries in French. Moreover, we assume that infants can discrimi- 
nate a number of such acoustic correlates of word-boundaries imple- 
mented in other languages even though we acknowledge that this re- 
mains to be shown. Our working hypothesis is that only a limited 
number of word-boundary markers are implemented by natural lan- 
guages and that the task of the infant is to select among these the ones 
that are relevant to the surrounding language (something they could 
never succeed in doing unless they at least perceive these prelexical 
acoustic cues 1. 
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